
Introduction

The following is a first attempt to explain the origins of
large Earth features, or the continents and ocean basins
with a comprehensive principal, namely continental drift.
Wherever once continuous old land features are inter-

rupted at the sea, we will assume continental separation
and drift. The resulting picture of our Earth is new and
paradoxical, but it does not reveal the physical causes.
On the other hand, even with only an initial argument,
many surprising simplifications and interdependent con-
nections are evident so that it seems correct to substitute
the new more usable working hypothesis in place of the
old hypothesis of submerged continents. The long life of
the latter comes from its usefulness as a counter-argu-
ment to ocean permanence. Despite its broad basis, 
I would prefer that the new principle be used as a work-
ing hypothesis until exact astronomical measurements
establish a more lasting basis for the horizontal move-
ments. In judging single aspects of the hypothesis one
should remain aware that in the first version of such a
comprehensive idea single mistakes cannot be avoided.

On the basis of general geology and geophysics, we
will first discuss how, if at all, large horizontal drift of
continents in an apparently stiff Earth crust can occur.1
Thereafter, we will make an initial attempt to follow the
existing rifts and movement of the continents in Earth
history. The connection of continental drift with the con-
struction of major mountain ranges will be revealed, and
finally we will discuss the closely connected polar wan-
der and the measurement of continual continental move-
ments.

It has been said that the idea of rigid areas rifting
apart has already been often brought up. W.H. Pickering
uses it in connection with the obviously false hypothesis
of extraction of the moon from Earth, during which
America parted and drifted from Europe and Africa.
More important is a work by Taylor in which he pro-
posed the Tertiary separation of Greenland from North
America and connects it with the building of the Tertiary
mountains.

For the Atlantic he assumes that only a small part was
accomplished by the pulling away of the American con-
tinent and that the Mid-Atlantic Rise is the remains of
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the connecting segment. In the following we interpret the
rise as a former rift feature. One finds that Taylor’s work
contains some points that are in the following presenta-
tion, but he failed to realize the immense and extensive
consequences of such horizontal movements.

Geophysical arguments

Heim, in 1878, described the continents as broad mas-
sive elevated platforms. And, in fact, the hypsographic
curve of the Earth’s surface shows clearly that there are
two main elevations, namely the surface of the conti-
nents (700 m above) and the deep sea floor (4,300 m be-
low sea level). The lowest parts of the continents lie up
to 500 m below sea level (the shelves). European geolo-
gists for the most part accept the contraction theory,
which is so dramatically illustrated by the dried apple.
Suess summarizes it in the expression, “it is the collapse
of the Earth with which we live”. In the time since this
useful analogy was proposed by Heim serious consider-
ations have been raised and E. Boese, for instance, char-
acterizes the current rationale. The contraction theory is
no longer widely accepted and in the interim no theory
has been found that completely explains all circumstances
observed. In particular, the contraction theory must be
abandon because of geophysical considerations. The
seminal apparent principal that the Earth is cooling has
not remained untouched because, from research on radi-
um, the question has been raised as to whether the tem-
perature of the Earth’s interior is increasing. Because one
can say that in all likelihood the Earth’s core is formed
of compressed nickel steel, it is apparent that simple
cooling is not sufficient to account for the large folds in
the Earth’s shell, especially since the recognition of large
folded overthrust sheets. The inferred stress in the outer
skin and concentrated contraction of only a single side of
a great circle has been found impossible. Molecular
strength is insufficient to support the thrusting of a 100-m-
thick sheet over another. The sheet of rock would 
not move, but beak into pieces (Rudzki) or as Loukasche-
witsch says it “les forces molaires l’importent sur les
forces moléculaires”. The Earth’s outer shell could in
this way experience a weak and above all very uniform
roughening as Ampferer, Reyer and others have correct-
ly put forth. Furthermore, it is difficult to envision how
the processes of Earth contraction in one instance causes
roughening and, in another, the subsidence of enormous
areas and development of horsts. Above all, these ideas
are contradicted by gravity observations, showing that
the floor of the ocean is composed of more dense and
different material than the continental areas. These un-
substantiated conclusions have been justified on the ever
clearer evidence that essentially all sediment on the con-
tinents originated through gradual transgressions. The
dubious teachings regarding permanence of the oceans
can be attributed to such names as Dana and Wallace,
which Bailey Willis declared “outside the category of
debatable questions”. With justification, European geolo-

gists hesitate to accept this teaching because we cannot
see how the wide earlier land-bridge could span the
ocean. We remain skeptics regarding the unsubstantiated
collapse of the Earth. Both sides derive key premises,
which are further elaborated. We will attempt to show
that the basic premises of both views can be answered
through rifting and horizontal drift of the continents.

The gravity measurements at sea, namely those of
Hecker, show that the ocean crust is not only composed
of material of greater density than the continents, but
that the density is equivalent to the mass deficit of the
ocean water and thereby compensates for the oceans.
The many investigations of isostasy are well known,
both those regarding methodology, but also its validity. 
I will not go into these, but point out that for larger re-
gions such as continents and oceans, or for large moun-
tain masses, one can assume isostasy whereas for single
mountains and particularly plateaus, the total mass is
supported, but not isostatically compensated. Other fea-
tures of unknown tectonic structures are similarly un-
compensated.

One can visualize the boundaries between the light
material of the continents and the heavy material of the
ocean floor in various ways. The presentation of Airy
(1855) which was then used by Stokes and more recently
by Loukaschewitsch that a dense magma supports a thick
light continent and a thin heavy ocean, is currently ac-
cepted. In the following, we take another tack that is
equally justifiable and, as will be shown, has other ad-
vantages. It is pictured in Fig. 1. Continents are pieces of
lithosphere embedded in a heavy material.

One can assume that the thickness of continental
plates is around 100 km. Hayford found from deflection
of the vertical in the United States a value of 114 km, al-
though not without some questionable assumptions. Hel-
mert, using another approach, namely pendulum mea-
surements at continental margins, came to a similar 
value of 120 km. Recently, Kohlschuetter came to the
same result using the same approach. If we take the view
that an approximate middle value is 100 km, then 50 km
may be in order for some places in the world and one can
expect 200 km in others. The variable heights of the sea
must correspond with a strong variability in thickness of
the lighter plate. Similar conclusions with larger uncer-
tainty in the numbers are encountered in earthquake re-
search. It was not just determined through waveforms in
the Eigenperiods of the Earth’s crust (Wiechert), but also
with the help of reflected rays from earthquake data and
from the source depths of earthquakes.

Fig. 1 Schematic section through a continental margin
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To illustrate the large-scale relationships, Fig. 2 con-
tains a section through the Earth along a great circle be-
tween South America and Africa. The unevenness of the
Earth’s surface and the great deeps of the Atlantic Ocean
are small enough to be contained within a circular line
describing the Earth’s surface. For comparison, the fig-
ure also contains the iron core of Wiechert and the main
atmospheres: the nitrogen sphere, water sphere and an
upwardly unconstrained sphere, the theoretical Geokor-
onium. The zone of clouds (troposphere) is not thick
enough to be shown.

It is now necessary to clarify that the sediments are an
unremarkable part of continental structure. Commonly,
the total thickness of sediment is cited in multiple kilo-
metres and these are maximum values because in adja-
cent areas the source of these sediments is exposed. But
only when we consider isostasy does it become obvious
how little sediment is visible in the larger features. If the
sediment were striped from the continents, the Earth
would rise to the same level again and the Earth’s relief
would change little. From this it is obvious that conti-
nental plates are forms of a higher order compared with
the secondary and more superficial role that erosion and
sedimentation play. They can develop into a basement
rock whose fundamental nature is not arguable. If we
constrain ourselves to the major representative rock type,
one could say the continents are gneiss.

In his great three-volume work “Antlitz der Erde”,
Suess (pp. 626) introduced the name ‘sal’ for these rocks
whereas eruptive volcanic rock was called ‘sima’. The
latter differ not only chemically, but also physically from
the former. They vary greatly and are on average denser
than salic rock with a 200–300° higher melting tempera-
ture. The assumption is not too remote that dense materi-
als of the oceans are identical to sima, an assumption
that is confirmed numerically with specific gravities.
The continents are 2.8, and from the ocean deeps a spe-
cific gravity of 2.9 can be calculated. This is a good 
average value for sima.

In considering further the physical properties of these
rocks, as well as the assumed temperatures for the

Earth’s interior, one concludes that both materials, sal
and sima, must be plastic. It also concerns the paradoxi-
cal, as exemplified by black tar. If you let a piece sit for
longer time it flows by itself: small lead pellets sink into
it after a time; but when dealt a hammer blow it shatters
like glass. The duration over which such materials react
is a factor. From this overview one must conclude that
there are no objections to possible, unusually slow, but
large horizontal movements of the continents under a
steady force during geologic time.

Because mountain building indicates continental con-
traction where the surface contracts and the thickness in-
creases, and because such mountain building occurred
during all geologic periods, one can explain the gradual
elevation of the continents above the oceans. This pro-
cess must be one-way because there cannot be a pull to
undo contractile deformation, only a rifting of the conti-
nent. We have a progressive process through which the
probable conservative salic Earth’s crust looses area and
gains thickness. Figure 3 illustrates this with hypso-
graphic curves for the past and future. During early an-
cient time, a roughly 3-km-deep Panthalassa covered the
whole of the Earth’s surface, and the sea was not divided
into shallow and deep areas until the continents emerged.
The process has not ended yet and will only be finished
after a further uplift of 0.5 km. In this way, past trans-
gressions of a larger extent than the current ones can be
explained.

During the rifting of plates, the underlying hot sima
must be released, which produces submarine lava flows.
This appears to be the case along the mid-Atlantic swell.
Because submarine eruptions are silent and the feeder
pipes allow lava to rise only to isostatic equilibrium, and
if there are no unusual pressures to drive lava higher, the
opening of a rift will produce no catastrophic displays.
The trailing flank of rifted blocks will be less volcanic
than the frontal flanks where pressure is greater. Perhaps
this is an explanation for the non-interdependence of
volcanoes and rifts as noted by Geikie and Branca.

From the above, one must expect that because of
large horizontal movements there are periods in the

Fig. 2 Section along a great circle through South America and 
Africa which are shown as separated large features

Fig. 3 Hypsographic curve of the Earth’s upper layer: a in the 
future, b the present, c in the past



Earth’s history of accelerated and diminished volcanism.
Note that, in fact, the time of greatest drift assumed by
us, the Tertiary, is recognized for vigorous volcanism
whereas, during the prior Jurassic and Cretaceous, drift
and volcanism was less.

We are not yet able to explain the cause of drift. It is
likely to be attributed to extraction of the moon from
Earth, which is consistent with a preference for rifting
along meridians. This is shown by the shapes of the con-
tinents, namely the convergence of oceans toward the
poles. Currently it is easiest to recognize toward the old
South Pole where the rift configuration has not been dis-
turbed by contraction. Also in the Bering Strait, where
the North Pole was probably located in earlier times,
land pinches out, only here, through later contraction, the
configuration was altered. Perhaps at some time conti-
nental drift may be considered coincident with currents
in the Earth. I believe the time has not yet come for an
analysis of cause.

Geological arguments

Faults bordering graben

Before we follow processes of continental division and
contraction through the Earth’s history, be advised that a
first attempt will be incomplete regarding some points
and possibly wrong in others. The attempt must be eval-
uated. Once the main points are established, it will be no
problem for further research to extract the mistakes.

In studying the tectonics of graben faulting, the gravi-
ty measurements are ignored and most persons are satis-
fied after establishing that the upper layers of the Earth
are depressed along linear trends. But gravity measure-
ments show that, in most cases, the specific gravity of
material under the graben is greater than that of the adja-
cent area. So we must assume that we are dealing with a
rift in the continental crust in which heavier sima has ris-
en to establish an isostatic balance. As one can compute,
when the sima is still 3.5 km deep, such a deep rift will
naturally be filled with slides from the graben sides so
that it is no wonder when a fill of surface materials oc-
curs similar to what Lepsius showed from drilling in the
upper Rhine valley. In my opinion, we can consider all
graben as the beginnings of rifts. It may be that we are
dealing with some truly recent structures, whereas others
may be older attempted rifts in which the forces have re-
laxed. A very interesting example is the east African gra-
ben and its continuation through the Red Sea to the val-
ley of Jordan. Suess considered this from purely geolog-
ic evidence as a large cleft. Kohlschuetter made a series
of gravity measurements in this area of which most are
out of isostatic balance and, except for the obvious de-
fects in structure, they indicated a low density layer.
With this overall picture of rifts, which penetrate into,
but not through the continent, the heavy sima has not
completely risen in them. The graben forming the conti-
nental margin show an isostatic compensation. That

means that here the heavy sima rose fully up into the
wide rift. This holds true for the width of the Red Sea as
was found by Triulzi and Hecker.

Atlantic and Andes

The general parallelism of the Atlantic coasts should not
be underestimated as an argument that these boundaries
represent a huge broadened rift. With only a cursory look
at the map one recognizes similar mountain ranges on 
either side (Greenland and Scandinavia), fault zones
(Middle America–Mediterranean) and planar regions
(South America–Africa) with congruent morphology. In
addition, in the parts that are best known, namely Europe
and North America, the rocks have continuity on either
side. Suess discussed this relationship in various places
in his great work. The northern zone is composed of
gneiss on both sides; in western European terrains it is
the gneiss zone of the Lofoten and Hebrides, to the west
is the gneiss massif of Greenland. Also the west coast of
Davis straits and Baffin Bay is composed of a gneissic
mountain range that can be followed southward through
Cumberland and Labrador to the Belle-Isle Strait.

Most convincing are the comparisons between the
Carboniferous southern foothills structures of the moun-
tains called the Amorican by Suess and their apparent
continuation as the Carboniferous coal deposits of North
America, as first pointed out by Marcel Bertrand (1887).
These locally well-eroded mountains emerge from the
interior of the European continent in an arc that begins
WNW and then trends west along the west coast of
Ireland and Brittany to build a wildly deformed coast
(the so called Rias coast). It would be contrary to all pre-
vious learning to consider the Rias coast between Dingle
Bay and La Rochell as the natural termination of this
massive structure. Its continuation is to be found under
the Atlantic Ocean (Suess).

The continuation on the American side are the Appa-
lachians in Nova Scotia and Newfoundland that trend
seaward. Here the Carboniferous fold belt is deformed
with a northward vergence, like the European deformed
belt, with the typical geomorphology of a Rias coast. Its
trend changes from north-east to east. Carboniferous fau-
na and flora are not only identical, but the ever increas-
ing collection of older strata are identical as well. The
many investigations of Dawson, Bertrand, Walcott, Ami,
Salter and others are beyond the scope of this discussion.

This ripping apart of these transatlantic “altaiden”, as
Suess called them, exactly across from each other, is the
strongest case for the juxtaposition of these coasts. Older
assumptions, that the connecting mountains sunk into the
Atlantic as proposed by Penck, run into difficulty be-
cause the missing part must be longer than the known
part.

Further south, the regions are not sufficiently well in-
vestigated to draw comparisons. Yet B. Le Gentil be-
lieves that the High Atlas continues to the Canary and
Cap Verde islands and then the Antilles. Based on a
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comparison of flora and fauna, Engler came to the con-
clusion that a continental connection existed between
coastal points, namely northern Brazil south-east of the
Amazon river mouth, and the Bai of Baifra (Kameroon).
Suess, in comparing both sides of the Atlantic, comment-
ed on a striking similarity with the results of Engler.
However, a detailed comparison remains for future in-
vestigation.

In addition to this so-to-say anatomical description,
two interesting questions, which in perspective may ap-
pear particularly important, will be touched on only
briefly. First the question if on the basis of palaeontolog-
ical descriptions we can possibly make the connection
between America on one side and Europe and Africa on
the other up to a specific point in time. Secondly, if this
is the case, when did separation occur? Both of these fa-
miliar questions have long been worked on and every
new theory that comes along is immediately used to cor-
rect previous assumptions. These questions are indepen-
dent of whether one assumes continental drift or submer-
gence of a land bridge. On these grounds it is sufficient
to give a short sketch as to what has previously been
concluded. First, let’s bring up the points that have made
palaeontological results difficult for us: the transgres-
sions. Even for gradual transgressions that can be divid-
ed by their fauna and flora, the decision of whether the
division is from rifting or transitional seas is difficult.

Concerning South America and Africa, biologists and
geologists are in close agreement that a Brazilian–Afri-
can continent existed in the Mesozoic2. V. Ihering called
it “Archhelenis”. The newer work of this author and oth-
ers like Ortmann, Stromer, Keilhack and Eigenmann date
the separation with increasing certainty in Tertiary time
and specifically at the end of the Eocene or beginning of
the Oligocene3. The exact determination of the time is
naturally the object of further palaeontologic research. In
our hypothesis the great and nearly meridianal rift was
formed during this time and the opening of the Atlantic
began.

A broad connecting land is also assumed between 
Europe and North America in older Tertiary time, mak-
ing similarity of coastal configuration possible. Already
in the Oligocene it slowed and in the Miocene it stopped
altogether. We can assume that the opening of the rift
migrated slowly from south to north. Later rifting took
place in Europe and North America, at least in the far
high northern latitudes of Scandinavia and Greenland. In
our view, North America, Greenland and Europe were
still connected during glaciation and the sheet of ice had
a much smaller extent than has been assumed till now.
This does not simplify our understanding of the glacial
phenomenon. The picture also agrees with the fact that a
steppe climate dominated Europe during interglacial

time, as shown by the many remains of steppe animals
and is not explainable considering the current proximity
of the deep ocean in the west4. So, in these times, the
North Atlantic was a small arm of the sea that could not
yet influence the climate of Europe.

A further interesting relation occurs between North
and South America. As Osborn first thought, and was
developed further by Schaff, an unconstrained connec-
tion between these two continents existed until the be-
ginning of the Tertiary time, broken only towards the end
of the Tertiary (Pliocene according to Kayser), to be then
re-established in its present form. Until now this pre-Ter-
tiary land-bridge was sought in the area of the Galapa-
gos. We assume it was simply constructed of the north-
western African area and was broken during rifting of
the Atlantic. It was re-established simultaneously with
folding of the Andes in its narrow form.

Because folding of the Andes is of the same age as
opening of the Atlantic Ocean, a concept of its origin is a
given. During rifting, the American continents migrated
westward against the probably old and rigid Pacific
Ocean floor, which caused the broad shelf with its thick
sediment to contract into folded mountains. This exam-
ple shows that the salic crust can also be plastic and the
sima can behave relatively stiffly. We can assume it like-
ly that sima also deformed so that folding of the Andes
does not require a shortening equivalent to the full width
of the Atlantic. If we consider the earlier discussed nap-
pe construction, which like in the Alps involved a four to
eight times wider area before folding than after folding,
then I see nothing contrary to this combination of drift
and mountain building.5

Gondwanaland

If we apply our previous insights regarding the associa-
tion between folding and horizontal drift onto the Tertia-
ry folding of the Himalayas, we find a series of surpris-
ing relations. If every plate that produced the highest
mountain on Earth during collision were of the same size
as nappe theory predicts the plates of the Alps were, then
a long peninsula must have extended from India whose
southern extremity reached the extremity of South Africa.
This contractional collapse of a long peninsula explains
the unique conditions that surround India “ringsum ein
Bruchstueck” Suess.

Indeed, based on palaeontology, this kind of an ex-
tensive Indo-Madagascar peninsula called “Lemuria”
has been assumed for some time. Before its inferred

2 For comparison, among others: ARLDT, “Die Entwicklung der
Kontinente und ihrer Lebewelt. Leipzig 1907.
3 According to Haug and Kayser the separation took place before
the beginning of Miocene, V. Ihering, Ortmann and Stromer date it
Eocene, Stromer and Eigenmann suppose that there was still a
connection in late Eocene.

4 They are sometimes explained by the eastern wind associated
with the zone of high pressure above the sheet of ice. Yet, that
should not be present in interglacial periods when there are no
sheets of ice.
5 The author would like to point out especially that it was neces-
sary to use a schematic presentation. Particularly in North Ameri-
ca only the westernmost ranges of the Cordillera are of Tertiary
origin, and are getting progressively older towards the east. Of
course, only Tertiary folds can be related to the separation of
America from Europe.
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submergence it was for a long time attached to the Afri-
can block and was then separated from it by the widen-
ing Mozambique Channel. In our opinion, it migrated
north because of the wide meridianal rift. According to
Dacque and others, this rift had already formed in the
first period of the Mesozoic, namely the Triassic, be-
cause in the early Jurassic (Lias) the separation had tak-
en place. Douville also concludes that Madagascar had
no connection to Africa in the Triassic. If this is true,
this rift between the Indian Peninsula and Africa
formed earlier than the one in the South Atlantic
Ocean. Contraction of the Indian peninsula was proba-
bly not active until the Tertiary and apparently it con-
tinues today.6

Furthermore, palaeontological discoveries leave no
doubt that Australia once had a direct connection with
India, as South Africa and South America once had.
This extensive continent, recognized by its current rem-
nants of unchanged size, is called “Gondwana-Land”.
We must assume that the Australian continent was also
part of the ancient continent that separated during the
course of geological time. Australia’s separation from
Africa and India appears to have occurred at the same
time (Triassic) as the latter two separated from one an-
other. In the Permian these were connected as will be
shown in more detail below, and in the Jurassic they
were not. On the other hand, Hedley, Osborn, and oth-
ers state that a connection with South America re-
mained until the Quaternary. This connection probably
went through the South Polar continent, but because of
little knowledge about this continent the connection is
uncertain. Meanwhile it appears that the west coast of
Australia was earlier connected with the east coast of
India until the Triassic as previously mentioned, where-
as the south coast was still bound to the Antarctic.
Thereafter, the Antarctic continent migrated from South
Africa to the Pacific side in a similar manner as South
America. The large mountain chain, of which we only
know the ends in Graham-land and Victoria-land, is
considered by many to be a direct continuation of the
Andes. Australia only parted in the Quaternary and
along its east coast it still maintained connection to the
Antarctic Andes, which later became New Zealand.
These ideas should be viewed as an initial conjecture as
mentioned before.

The map of the Australian area seems of importance
in that this continent and its projection New Guinea 
travels north, and collides with the southern projection of
India. Wallace first noted the great difference between
the Australian and New Guinean faunas compared with
the sub-Indian ones of Sunda, which are currently con-

sidered fortuitous.7 Whether the high mountains of
northern New Guinea are a product of this northward
drift is not yet definitive.

Permian glaciation

One of the strongest proofs of these ideas are to be found
in Permian glaciation (some say Carboniferous), the trac-
es of which have been observed at some places in the
southern hemisphere, but are missing in the northern
hemisphere. This Permian glaciation was the concern of
palaeogeographers. These undoubted moraines on abrad-
ed basal surfaces are found in Australia8, South Africa9,
South America10 and above all in east India.

Koken showed in a special treatment of this subject
and on a map with the current distribution of land, that
such a large extent of a polar ice cap is impossible. Even
if one considers the South American discoveries uncer-
tain, which is hardly possible anymore, and we place the
pole in the best position namely in the middle of the In-
dian Ocean, the most distant inland ice is still 30–33°
across. With a glaciation of this magnitude no part of the
Earth’s surface would have been ice free. With such a
south polar location, the north pole would fall in Mexico
where no trace of Permian glaciation is found. The South
American glacial outcrops would lie on the equator.

Therefore, without continental drift, the Permian gla-
ciation poses an insoluble problem. As Penck has stated,
even without all the other arguments, these conditions
have brought forth “die bewegung der Erdkruste im hori-
zontalem Sinne als eine ernsthaft in Erwaegung zu zie-
hende Arbeitshypothese das Auge zu fassen” (horizontal
movement of the Earth’s crust is to be viewed as a devel-
opment of a thoughtful working hypothesis).

If we apply the ideas previously developed and recon-
struct the Permian glaciation, all the glaciated areas are
concentrated at the pointed south end of Africa, and it is
only necessary to place the south pole in a greatly re-
duced area. This appears to remove the unexplained
points. The north pole was located approximately in the
Bering Strait. We will return to the old pole location and
the migration of the pole below.

Atlantic and Pacific side of the Earth

The gross morphological differences between the Atlan-
tic and Pacific sides of the Earth have been noted for

6 In geology, mountain building is commonly regarded in the con-
text of a one-sided force. In particular, the Himalayan mountain
building is regarded as coming from the north and not the south.
On the contrary, the well-known principle in physics of equal and
opposite forces must be noted. Observed asymmetrical structures
do not result from one-sided forces, but from other factors such as
the differences in size and thickness of the plates, or frictional be-
haviour that neutralizes the above arguments.

7 “Wallace’s border”, which mainly applies for mammals, runs
through the Lombok Strait between the Sunda Islands of Bali and
Lombok and through the Massakar Strait, thus it does not com-
pletely correspond to the tectonic continental margins any more.
8 Victoria, New South Wales and Queensland, as well as Tasmania
and New Zealand.
9 Lately, similar block clays have been found in the state of Congo
and in Togo.
10 In Brazil, the Province of Rio Grande do Sul, and north-western
Argentina the layers are still poorly investigated. According to the
Swedish expedition to the South Pole, there appear to be similar
traces on the Falkland Islands. See E. Kayser, Lehrb. der. geol.
Formationslehre, 4. Aufl. 1911, S. 266.



some time. Suess described them in the following way:
the structural trend of folded mountains, rugged Rias
coasts, which indicate the submergence of mountain
chains, normal fault scarps and plains compose the vari-
able borders of the Atlantic Ocean. A similar structure
occurs in the Indian Ocean eastward to the Ganges river
mouth, where the end of the Eurasian mountain chain
reaches the sea. The west coast of Australia also has an
Atlantic structure.

With the exception of a part of the middle American
coast in Guatemala, where the sweeping cordillera of the
Antilles has terminated, all well-known borders of the Pa-
cific Ocean consists of folded mountains with a seaward
vergence. The outer structural trends are either borders of
the land or fringe them as peninsulas or chains of islands.
Around the Pacific, no landward facing mountain flanks
meet the sea and no plains extend to the coast.

This morphological difference between Atlantic and
Pacific has been noted by many others. Becke (1903)
recognized a difference between Atlantic and Pacific
volcanic lavas. The Atlantic lavas were more alkaline,
containing Na, whereas the Pacific lavas are poorer in al-
kaline components and richer in Ca and Mg. There-
fore, Suess poses the question “ob das Zureucktreten 
von Ca und Mg in der atlantischen Erdhaelfte nicht mit
dem Fortschreiten der Erstarrung in verbindung stehen
Koennte” (whether the depletion of Ca and Mg in the 
Atlantic half of the Earth could be connected with solidi-
fication processes).

Furthermore, a systematic difference occurs in ocean
depths. Kruemmel gives an average depth of the Pacific
Ocean as 4,097 m and that of the Atlantic as only
3,858 m, whereas the Indian Ocean, with its half Atlantic
and half Pacific character, has a 3,929-m average depth.
Also the west Atlantic is shallower than the east Pacific.
The relation is seen in the deep sea sediment. The red,
deep sea clay and radiolarian mud, the two real abyssal
sediments, are confined to the west Pacific and the east-
ern Indian Oceans whereas the Atlantic and west Indian
Oceans are covered with “epilophischem” sediment,
whose larger calcium content is a result of shallower wa-
ter depths.

As obvious as these differences may be, little was
known as to how they could be explained. “the funda-
mental reason for the difference between the Atlantic
and Pacific hemispheres is not known” (Suess). Our hy-
pothesis makes the reasons for this basic difference self-
explanatory. Opening of the Atlantic requires extensive
shoving of the continent against the Pacific Ocean. An
extensive pressure and contraction occurs along the Pa-
cific coast with each Atlantic tug and rift. The first rif-
ting began off South Africa in Triassic time according to
our postulate. This is consistent with the absence of 
folding after the Permian in Cape Town mountain. In 
Saharan Africa folding stopped after the upper Silurian
along the Armorican Line. One can assume that every
broadening rift that brought contraction and compression
to the Gondwanan Pacific margins began in earliest geo-
logic time and ended some time ago when Atlantic-form-

ing forces stopped. It is not unimportant that the picture
we have drawn of a great age for the Pacific is con-
tradicted by other observations. We certainly have no
possibility of establishing this age without question. The
sharks teeth of Tertiary age, which are found enclosed in
red clays of large Manganese nodules, and also the many
meteoritic spheres, mean only that the nodules are
formed slowly, as according to many investigators. Be-
cause they are also found in the deepest parts of the At-
lantic, below 4,000 m, their origin is obviously more a
function of depth rather than time. The views of Koken,
Frech (Lethaea palaeoyoica) and others, that the Pacific
has existed for a geologically long time, is generally ac-
cepted by geologists and oceanographers.

Perhaps we have now won the opportunity to explain
the differences in ocean depths. Because we must as-
sume regional isostasy for the seafloor, the difference,
according to our postulate, indicates that the older sea-
floor is denser than the younger. The idea is not out of
hand that fresh vesicular expanses of sima, as in the At-
lantic or the western Indian Ocean, are not only less rig-
id, but also retain a higher temperature (perhaps around
100° in the middle of the upper 100 km) than the cool,
older strong seafloor. And such a temperature difference
is probably sufficient to explain the relatively small com-
parative differences in depths of the large ocean basins.

Polar wander

Despite the broad and justified view brought from a geo-
logical perspective against assumptions of polar wander-
ing, it is exactly from this same perspective that so much
material has been recently discussed regarding extensive
polar movement. This information can be regarded as
substantiated. During Tertiary time, the North Pole wan-
dered from the side of the Bering Strait towards the At-
lantic and in the same way the South Pole wandered
from South Africa towards the Pacific.

In the two oldest divisions of Tertiary time, namely
the Palaeocene and Eocene, the western European cli-
mate was definitely tropical. Also, in the Oligocene,
palms and other evergreens were distributed along the
current coasts of the Baltic Sea. Upper Oligocene rock of
the Wetterau contains much wood and the remains of
fossil palm leaves. But in the beginning of the Miocene,
there were many subtropical plants in Germany such as
rare palms, Magnolia, laurel, myrtle, etc. These later dis-
appeared as it became progressively colder so that in the
last part of the Tertiary, the temperatures in middle Eu-
rope were not much different from current ones. Then
followed glaciation. These changes clearly showed the
approach of the Pole. The same polar wander is observed
outside Europe. At the beginning of the Tertiary, when
the Pole was in its old position, classical investigations
like those of Heers, show beach, poplar, elms, oak and
even “taxodien”, banana, and Magnolia on Greenland,
Grinnell land, Barren Island, Spitzbergen, – locations
that are currently 10–22° north of the tree line.
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That we are in fact dealing with a change in Pole po-
sition and not a climate change over the whole Earth is
shown by the investigations of Nathorst regarding the
Tertiary flora of east Asia. He concludes that the climate
of this area underwent a warming during European gla-
ciation. He positioned the North Pole at 70°N and 120°E.
The strongly polar Tertiary flora of the new Siberian 
islands was at 80°N during that time. The flora of 
Kamchatka, the Amur lands, and Sakalin had a some-
what warmer character and latitude of 67–68°, whereas
flora with an even warmer character such as those of
Spitzbergen, Grinell land, Greenland, etc., had evergreen
trees and were outside the polar circle at that time, with
latitudes of 64, 62 and 53–51°N, respectively. Other au-
thors, like Semper, came to similar conclusions and the
reality of these large wandering paths can no longer be
seriously doubted.

It seems impossible that during its Tertiary wander-
ing, the North Pole came directly to its present position
and has remained here unchanged since glacial times be-
cause its location would have been 10° from the border
of every large continental ice cap. In those times the gla-
ciers had a distribution similar to the current Antarctic
ice cap and covered north America and Europe. Natural-
ly it can be assumed that the Pole was first at least 10°
farther toward Greenland and wandered back to its pres-
ent position since glacial time.

It is of great interest to reconstruct the coeval location
of the South Pole. If the North Pole was translated 30°
toward the Bering Strait, so the South Pole must have
lain 25° south of the Cape of Good Hope or on the South
Polar continent that apparently reached this latitude in
those times. In the better known parts of the southern
hemisphere very few, or perhaps no signs of glaciation
would be expected. Contrary to this is the previously dis-
cussed Permian glaciation during which drift was greater
(perhaps 50°). At that time, the North Pole was far from
the Bering Strait in the Pacific, but here, after consider-
ing the evidence, we are persuaded to remain more cau-
tious because our picture of the shapes of the ancient
continents becomes increasingly unclear. Therefore, it
seems to me that investigation of conditions in even old-
er geologic times, such as the traces of pre-Cambrian
glaciation of China (in the Zangtse area), in south Aus-
tralia near Adelaide (Willis), and apparently also in Nor-
way (Hans Reusch) is not worthwhile.

Only a unique situation is considered. Green and Em-
erson have concerned themselves with the great Mediter-
ranean zone of deformation that circles the Earth, and
concluded that it is an old equator. In fact this could be
the equator for all assumed Mesozoic pole positions dur-
ing which time the North Pole was in the Bering Strait
and the South Pole was south of Africa. Even if there are
some doubts about the concepts of these authors, it is
worth considering that this deformed zone might be the
result of extraction of the moon from the Pacific, which
affected the equator most.

Of greatest importance for an understanding of all ob-
servations is that major polar drift is apparently coeval
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with the greatest continental drift. Particularly evident is
the temporal correspondence between opening of the At-
lantic and the most believably established Tertiary polar
wander. Also, the relatively small return wander of the
North Pole since glacial times can be correlated with the
separation and drift of Greenland and Australia. Thus, it
appears that large continental drift is the cause of polar
wander. In any event, the pole of the Earth’s rotation
must follow the “traegheitspol”. If the “traegheitspol”
changes, so too must the pole of rotation. (If the Earth’s
mass shifts through continental drift it will perturb the
pole of the Earth’s rotation.)

These relations were investigated by Schiaparelli. He
found that if the Earth is considered rigid, the large geo-
logic changes (assumed up to now) will cause the
“traegheitsachse” and the pole of the Earth’s rotation to
change even with a small change in drift. If a particular
plasticity is assumed for the Earth, which allows a latent
adjustment of the Earth’s shape to the new rotation, fair-
ly significant polar wandering is observed. In the case of
even greater masses and more plasticity, there is no delay
in adjustment of the Earth’s shape to the conditions of
rotation. Here we must make use of results from geo-
physics in a context of geologic time as seen in the pre-
ceding text. Multiple attempts have been made to calcu-
late polar wandering, which might be substantiated by an
observed shift of mass, as for instance by that measured
during earthquakes. This led to the conclusion that polar
wandering must be small. Hayford and Baldwin found
that, during the 1906 San Francisco earthquake, a
40,000-km2 section of the Earth’s surface, 118 km thick
with an average density of 4, moved 3 m northward and
that this resulted in a shift of the “traegheitsachse” of on-
ly 0.0007”, or 2 mm. In our concept we deal with move-
ments of plates 100 times larger and thus could reach the
required amount. In any event, one can see that in this
way small progressive migrations of the “traegheitspole”
could occur amounting to some one-hundredth of a sec-
ond (of arc) per year (or 1° in 360,000 years). With this
amount we come to an order of magnitude with which
we can explain the geologic polar wander. The corre-
spondence between these values and our inferred conti-
nental drift appears theoretically plausible even though a
rigorous investigation has not yet been made.

Current horizontal movement

Greenland

Lets assume that the separation of Scandinavia from
Greenland occurred 50,000–100,000 years ago (about at
the time of major glaciation, because the recent investi-
gations of HEIM and American geologists indicate only
about 10,000 years appear to have passed since the last
glaciation). If we assume the movement was at a uniform
rate during the whole time and continues today, it would
be 14–28m/year, a rate that should be confirmed without
difficulty by astronomical observations. At only one



precision of older observations. Because 20 years have
passed since the last determination of length, it might be
possible, by a repeat measurement today, to produce one
that is definitive.

A similar investigation of the expected distance
change to Australia has not been possible. If the numbers
are, as it appears to me, not better than the accuracy of
current measurements, then it is clear that more accurate
determinations will be needed before the proof of conti-
nental drift, in the sense of our hypothesis, can be con-
sidered accomplished.
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point, namely on Sabine Island on the east coast, are
measurements of latitude from various times available. It
is shown that between 1823 (Sabine) and 1870 (Börgen
and Copeland) an increase in distance of around 260 m
occurred, and between 1870 and 1907 (Koch) a further
increase of 690 m occurred, which together make an in-
crease in distance of around ca. 950 m in 84 years or
about 11 m/year.

Unfortunately, these measurements, using the moon,
are not very accurate and, in addition, there is a certain
uncertainty about the position of Sabine’s observatorium.
Therefore, one can hope that a repeat and precise deter-
mination of longitude and a revision of Sabine’s ob-
servatorium will soon remove the last doubts about the
reality of this movement.

North America

For North America, we expect a much smaller rate 
because the separation from Europe occurred in the Ter-
tiary. On the other hand, we have here the trans-Atlantic
cable making possible a much more exact determination.
According to Schott, the three great measurements of
length from 1866, 1870 and 1892, show the following
values of distance (time) differences between Cambridge
and Greenwich: 1866: 4 h, 44 m, 30.89 s; 1870: 4 h,
44 m 31.065 s; 1892: 4 h, 44 m 31.12 s.

These observations appear to indicate an increase in
distance of about 1/100 second in time or 4 m/year. Be-
cause the current distance is about 3,500 km, this move-
ment would account for the separation distance after
1 Ma of drift.

Naturally these values are hardly considered adequate
to prove continental drift because the observed differ-
ence of 0.23 s is in the worst case uncertain due to the
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